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Revive’s Salford Drop In Centre

Revive’s main office, Beswick Drop In Centre
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The year 2012 has been a very busy and
challenging year for Revive. It has been a
year where government reforms have
seen cuts in legal aid which have forced
many not-for-profit providers to turn to
cost recovery services. Revive is already
experiencing the impact of the cuts as
we have seen an increase in demand for
both our Social Support and Immigration
Service. Meeting the needs of all those
approaching us for help has not been
easy and it has become more important
than ever that we offer our services to
those meeting Revive’s criteria for help.
Our stated aim, in line with the core
values of the Spiritans, is to offer our
services to those most in need, namely
asylum seekers, refugees and
immigrants with no access to public
funded services and/or legal aid funded
representation.

This year, Revive marks its first
anniversary at the permanent location
within the parish of St. Anne and St.
Brigid in Beswick. Compared to our
former location at Bexley square, the
Beswick location is too small to house
the Revive team. We applied for planning
permission to extend the building but
were refused. We are now in the process
of re-applying to the authority for
reconsideration. This is one of the
challenges Revive faces and hopes that
there will be some resolution soon.

We have continued to provide excellent
services to our clients at the Salford and
Beswick centres despite all the
numerous challenges. Revive services

remain in the areas of social work and
case work support, drop-in services for
adhoc advice, immigration advice and
enrichment projects. Enrichment
projects include the allotment project,
the women’s project, and the
campaign/advocacy programme.

It is with this background that I present
to you Revive’s 2012 annual report. As you
read through, you will discover some of
the highlights and testimonies of our
achievements in 2012.

These recorded successes would not
have been possible without our small
and dynamic staff team, dedicated
volunteers and students on placement
whose enthusiasm and commitment
makes us proud. This year Revive has
supported over 700 people and partner
with many other organizations in the
delivery of their services.

We look forward to the New Year and
hope that we continue to make a
difference in people’s lives.

Foreword

Revive’s Manager - Kenneth Okoli
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Overview
Mission Statement
Revive is committed to working with
refugees, asylum seekers and those most
vulnerable in society. Our service is
provided free of charge to individuals
regardless of race, religion or sexual
orientation.

Objective
Our core objective is to support
Refugees, people seeking Asylum and
other vulnerable immigrants

Total number of clients /
service users over the

year (2012)

764
Number of clients advised
and supported in Salford

outreach centre:

366

Number of clients
advised and supported

in Beswick centre :

293

Number of clients
supported with food

and clothing

239

Number of clients who
accessed our projects

148
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We have continued to offer services in
our drop-in centres. Services provided
are:
● Advice on benefits
● Asylum support 
● Accessing housing and employment
● Activities and voluntary work
● Health matters
● Accessing services
● Finding legal representation
● Debt Management
● Signposting
● Socialising

Revive Drop-In Services

The drop in has grown from strength to
strength with an average of 38 people
attending each week. This year there has
been a large number of males accessing
the centre for social activities and
advice. Traditionally the presence of
males engaging in Revive’s social
activities has been less prominent than
women; however, the centre offers an
informal space for people to-come and
socialise at their own free will and in
their own time.

The pool table and computer facilities
have been of particular appeal to the
men. With the invaluable support of
Brother Ger and Bernie Lomax from the
‘Chrisp’ project, who have gone on to
form a young men’s group on Thursday
afternoons, the centre has become a
regular meeting place and social
gathering for men who would usually be
isolated and un-known to services. A real

community spirit has developed within
the centre, which is a vibrant and
exciting place to be. 

Women and families are also regular
attendees at the centre for advice and
ESOL (English for Speakers of Other
Languages) classes.

The Drop In runs from the premises at
Just Youth with volunteer support from
The Christian brothers and The Chrisp
Project.

At front-of-house, the brilliant and
committed volunteers Anne Hammon,
Brother Ger, Shelagh Lockery, Brother
Edward Egan and Sister Eileen, have
continued to offer a warm welcoming
atmosphere and informal, emotional
and practical support to all who access
the centre. Wilf Hammond has
continued to dedicate his time providing

Salford Drop-In Centre

Salford Drop In Centre
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advice and guidance, with a particular
interest in immigration matters
including the research of information
and evidence that may be able to
influence a positive decision in a person’s
asylum case.

This year the ESOL class run by
volunteers, Katherine, Eileen and Ger
has continued to grow and develop.
Students from St Ambrose School have
regularly contributed to the support of
students accessing ESOL. This has been
of particular benefit to some students
who have been able to access one-to-one
support and has also opened up a
communication process between
students and raised awareness amongst
our future generation. 

Lunch is provided each week at the
centre by Anne Hammond and we
continue to provide weekly food parcels

and clothing to those most in need,
thanks to parishes and schools for their
regular donations. 

Revive continues to have excellent
support from its student social workers
on placement, of-fering advice to people
accessing the centre. This has required
intensive learning and nerves of steel to
deal with any crisis that may come their
way. The majority of students have
found this to be a truly invaluable
experience for their learning.

Advice has been provided on a range of
issues such as housing, immigration,
education, asy-lum support, benefits
advice, accessing health services,
homelessness prevention and mental
health support. Many clients return to
the centre for further support which is a
positive re-flection on the value of the
services provided. 

Men playing pool in our Salford Drop In Centre
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A growing number of people have come
to our parish hall every week at
St.Brigid’s Church as we become more
established in the area. In excess of ten
people now access advice on a weekly
basis and others come for food, which is
provided in partnership with FairShare,
and clothing. We don’t turn people away
from the centre and have helped people
living in Beswick for a long time with
benefits advice as a useful local service.
We have predominantly helped people
seeking asylum and refugees including
European nationals and people with
immigration problems. 

Our dedicated team of advisers have
offered advice on access to benefits,
housing, social care, health care,
employment and education as well as
sign-posting to specialist counselling
services. We refer some of our most
vulnerable clients to our social work
service for ongoing support. Our trained
advisers have provided a basic
immigration advice service at the drop-
in with a lot of back up from Revive’s
senior immigration advisor. For complex

cases we have made many referrals to
Revive’s immigration Casework service
where ongoing representation is
required. 

Our drop-in has been co-ordinated by
one of Revive’s social workers and the
team of staff this year has included
Father James and enthusiastic social
work students who have helped to
develop the service. A dedicated
volunteer who had formerly been a
social work client looked after the
welcome table and helped to set up the
hall and another social worker
volunteered her time on a weekly basis.
Recently Sister Eileen has been an
invaluable addition to our drop-in centre.
She helps to welcome people as they
come in to the centre and puts them at
ease. She also entertains the children
and offers informal English practice to
those who need it. We also have a
volunteer who completed her social
work training at Revive who comes in to
the office every Thursday to complete
follow-up work from our drop-ins.

Beswick Drop-In Centre

Staff attending to a client at Beswick Drop In Centre
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It has been a difficult year for the social
work service that we provide. With the
changes in government and the knock on
effect of new hard-line immigration
policies, we have predominantly found
ourselves dealing with, and responding
to, crisis situations. Specifically, we have
dealt with the detention and
deportation of our service-users who are
extremely vulnerable, often with severe
mental health problems.

We have seen a rise in homelessness and
a fall in the resources available to
support people seeking asylum and
refugees. Social Services have increased
barriers to accessing their services
resulting in extremely vulnerable clients
being left destitute and completely
reliant on the voluntary sector.
Accommodation provided by UK Border
Agency has become increasingly short-
term and changes in housing providers
have made it more difficult for service
users to access appropriate support.
Nevertheless, we try to keep our spirits
high and support each other as a team
and continue to fight the oppressive
systems that we and our service-users
come up against.

We feel however that it is important to
highlight our successes this year:

● We continue to provide invaluable
outreach support and specialist advice
to individuals and families who have
experienced severe trauma.

● We support many people who do not
fit the criteria for mainstream services

which often do not recognise the
impact of torture on psychological and
physical health and the needs that
arise from this. 

● We feel that we are unique in our
delivery of service as we offer long-
term support through the allocation of
a key worker, who will work with the
service user through assessment and
support planning, using tools of
empowerment under the supervision
of a qualified social worker. 

● We have helped to secure the
successful release of three service-
users that have been detained,
through campaigning and finding
appropriate legal representation.

● We have prevented homelessness by
making appeals to the Asylum Support
Tribunal service.

● We have worked with service-users in
transition to mainstream services with
access to housing, benefits and
employment after they have received
a positive decision on their asylum
application.

● We have continued to maintain links
with mental health services, including
working in partnership to support
service users and referrals between
services.

● We have referred our service-users to
support work volunteers Ger and
Cleophas who have engaged some of
our clients with more complex needs in
activities, and offered emotional and
practical support. 

● We have continued to identify and
protect those at risk of abuse by
liaising with social services and have

Social Work
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supported women who are
experiencing domestic violence and
emotional abuse.

● We have developed a closer
partnership with many other
organizations such as Freedom from
Torture, who now offer free
supervision to our two social workers.
Revive also sits on the advisory board
for their service. 

● Revive has continued to offer
placements to social work students
and we have been very lucky to have a
number of committed and hard
working individuals that have
embraced the work and ethos of
Revive. They have contributed to social
work delivery of undertaking
assessments, support plans, group
work and providing advice at the drop-
ins using a range of skills.

Statements from clients accessing
Revive:

“Revive is informative
and the workers always

ready to assist you. They
go allthe way to make life

better for you.”

“Revive Helps people
very much in English
classes, IT skills, pool

and always a good place
to socialise”.

End of year gatheringEnd of year gathering
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2012 has been a very busy year for the
Immigration Project.  As the service has
become es-tablished we have had a large
number of prospective clients seeking
our help with resolving their
immigration issues.  There have been 82
clients on record in the year 2012. Nine
positive decisions were made during the
course of the year.  

At the time of writing, Revive awaits
decisions on 22 cases. Of the 22
outstanding cases, six of these are Entry
Clearance applications where our clients
in the UK seek to be reunited with their
families outside the UK. It will be
interesting to see how these cases
progress as positive outcomes would

mean a lot to both the sponsors and the
applicants.

Revive has worked with many external
agencies during the course of the year.
The Social Work Team has had a steady
flow of referrals from external
organisations like the Sure Start Centre
which is coming across mothers having
problems accessing mainstream services
be-cause of their immigration status.
Their referrals have resulted in the
submission of three applications that
remain outstanding. 

Mental Health Teams from around the
Manchester area have also become
aware of the service through

Our Immigration Adviser

Revive Immigration Advice Services
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interactions with the Social Support
Team. 

Freedom from Torture (Formerly Medical
Foundation) has also been a key ally to
Revive. The organisation has provided an
opportunity for free training in working
with survivors of torture in the context
of progressing legal cases. 

Revive has had the opportunity to
provide support to schools around the
diocese. Most have made contact to seek
advice on how to deal with immigration
matters encountered through
interaction with children that come
from families with irregular status. 

We have had the opportunity to build
links with the Medaille Trust
Manchester, which has accessed our
service seeking guidance on how to
progress asylum related matters for the
cli-ents they support.  

The effectiveness of the service that
Revive offers has been enhanced by the
good working relationship that has been
built with Greater Manchester
Immigration Aid Unit which is the
biggest provider of legal aid services in
the Manchester area.   They have
accepted five of our cases for Judicial
Review purposes.  

Finally, the Immigration Project could
not have been successful without the
invaluable support of Volunteers who
gave so much of their time. We hope that
they continue to give their much
appreciated precious time. Our heartfelt
thanks to our external Supervisor from
Com-pass Law whose guidance in

progressing casework throughout the
year has been pivotal to our success. 

Case Example
A major triumph was an Entry Clearance
appeal for a long standing service-user of
Revive who came to access our service
while he was waiting for a decision to be
made on his asylum case under the
legacy backlog. It took years for him to
be granted status after which he ap-plied
to bring his wife and two children to join
him. The initial application was refused
and this was very traumatic for the client
as he had not seen his family since
fleeing his country nine years ago.
Revive supported the client in the appeal
matter and succeeded in overturning the
Entry Clearance’s Officer’s initial decision
to refuse. It was a pleasure to see the
family reunited in Manchester making
the best effort to make up for the time
they were forced apart due to
circumstances beyond their control. 

In response to the help that he received
from Revive the client stated as follows:

“I honestly do not know how to
thank Revive for the help and

support that they provided me
with. They changed my life and
got me back together with my

family after nine years of
separation. Revive has truly

revived my life”
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Members making flavouring oils and vinegars with herbs grown from the gardenMembers making flavouring oils and vinegars with herbs grown from the garden

Enrichment Projects
We continue to provide a holistic
support to our clients not only through
advice services but also by encouraging
them to get involved in our projects as a
way of combating isolation, close
interaction with other people of
different background and acquisition of
skills. Prominent this year is the
Allotment Project and the Women’s
Group. The campaign/advocacy group,
otherwise called Revive Action Group,
continue to advance the knowledge of
our cli-ents and empower them to
advocate for the right of asylum seekers
within our society. 

Allotment Project (Growing Together)
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‘Growing Together’ is a therapeutic project
based in Levenshulme.  It is a volunteer-
run collaboration between Revive and the
HEAP (Highfield Eco-Allotment Project),
funded by Awards for All. 

Since the inception of Growing Together
in July 2011, it has become an attractive
centre for Refugees and asylum seekers
as well as the community. It is mainly run
by a pool of passionate volunteers who
meet every Tuesday in Levenshulme.

In 2012, we have had about 50 people
coming to ‘the garden’ as it is
affectionately known, to plant, harvest,
dig, laugh and spend time together.  We
have grown lovely veggies, picked fruits
from the fruit trees and planted
beautiful flowers to make the garden an
inviting place to be.  During rainy days we

have been creating beautiful mosaics,
building wooden bird boxes, and
flavouring oils and vinegars with herbs
we have grown in the garden.

Twenty-five of our volunteers and clients
went on a team day-trip to Etherow
Country Park to explore the woods in
Spring. The carpet of bluebells and wild
garlic was beautiful. Despite the rain
they had a lovely and fun team day-out.

Participants have described the project
as somewhere to “forget about worries
and laugh together”. At the same time,
many value the project as a space where
they feel safe and able to talk about
their feelings and what’s going on for
them.  In the evaluation, a common
theme was that of lasting friendship and
a sense of “family” which people draw on

Pruning the garden
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outside of the allotment sessions when
needed.  

“The people I work with, really
appreciate everyone, they are

wonderful and very lovely…
makes me happy.”

“I can’t stay at home and expect
miracles.  Coming here I can help
people and others can help me…

it gives you courage.”

“I go to other groups but this 
is different.  The garden group is
very kind and friendly – I tell all

my friends about it!”

Our facebook community continues to
grow. We have weekly pictures of our
activities; why not follow us on:
www.facebook.com/theHeapmanchester.

Also follow our blog;
www.theheap.org.uk/blog. 

Evaluation shows participants value the
'garden', as it is affectionately known,
describing it as somewhere they can
enjoy being outdoors and socialize, get
active, help with stress and learn
gardening skills useful for when they get
their own homes.  All respondents said
they would come to the project for a
second day per week if it were available.
Participants increasingly take on
leadership roles and many have ideas
around how to take the project forward.
These ideas include taking our gardening
skills out to churches and community
spaces to give something back and
becoming more efficient so that we can
grow enough produce to support other
destitute people.
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Revive Action Group (RAG)

Revive Action Group has grown in
strength in the year under review. Below
is a list of our achievements;

1 RAG members established and
developed a campaigning group called
United For Change along with partner
organisations having a similar remit.

2 RAG members facilitated the delivery
of presentations about the issues
encountered by refugee and asylum
seekers in order to raise awareness.
Presentations have been delivered in
universities, schools, professional
environments and in parish meetings.
RAG members have taken part in
public speaking workshops to improve
their public speaking skills.

3 RAG has taken part in community
events which aim to engage the local
public in the cultures and experiences
of refugees and asylum seekers. In this
context, RAG members have used song
and dance, national dress and sharing
food from their nations to introduce
the public to their cultural and
historical backgrounds. The group
participated in Black History Month,
Celebrating Diversity Day, and Refugee
Week.

4 RAG members have contributed to
policy development around issues
affecting asylum seekers and refugees.
For example, RAG participated in a
regional study on poverty and its
impact on asylum seekers and refugees
called the Greater Manchester Poverty
Commission. 

RAG team with a CAFOD Training facilitatorRAG team with a CAFOD Training facilitator
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5 RAG members have acted to prevent
the deportation of group members by
engaging local counsellors and MPs
when group members have been
detained or there is a threat of
deportation. The group has also taken
part in online campaigns around this
issue.

6 RAG members have written and
produced a short drama which
presents the difficulties that asylum
seekers and refugees encounter. 

7 RAG is now more established and
members with particular skills have
been recognised and designated
particular roles by the group. This has
contributed to the more effective
running of meetings and coordination
of activities. One member has
obtained a book keeping qualification

having overseen the group’s weekly
budget. Some members have chaired
meetings, experiences which have
provided them with new skills and
contributed to boosting their
confidence.

8 RAG, in conjunction with other
organizations within the United for
Change arm and in collaboration with
other partner organization,
contributed to the write-up presented
in Geneva during the Universal Periodic
Review of the United Kingdom on
Human Rights.

Quotes from Group Members:

“RAG gives us a chance to increase
our confidence and allows us to

identify our skills.”

RAG team’s visit to Loreto SchoolRAG team’s visit to Loreto School
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RAG team during a presentation

“We can come together to
forget our problems,

teaches us and shows us
that we are not

on our own and that people
care for us.”

“RAG gives me moral
and practical support and
I always look forward to

every Friday.”

“‘I find this group so inspirational.” 

‘RAG brings us together.

We feel like a family and

have a chance to meet

together to support each

other and to forget our

problems’; ‘It gives us hope

that everything will be OK’
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Women’s Group
The women’s Group is one of our projects
designed to empower refugees and
asylum seekers. Often, some of these
women are struggling with low self
esteem, depression and consequently
they tend to withdraw from everyday
social life. This project creates an
environment that encourages them to
get out of their houses, network, acquire
new skills in craft, and social skills. The

group runs every Monday for 2 hours and
has an average attendance of 12 women.

The group is coordinated by one of our
volunteers and they carry out some
activities like card designing, jewellery
making, craft and photography. Some of
these crafts are displayed and sold in
Revive’s office, at events, schools and
parishes.

Staff Column
Revive boasts of its ever dynamic and
committed staff.

We welcome on board Chica Sikhosana,
responsible for coordination of our
Immigration department. Chica was a
volunteer in Revive for about six months
before her employment as a staff. She is a
level 3 certified OISC immigration adviser,
a dedicated member of staff whose
employment has changed the dynamism

of Revive to a better service provider. 

Fr James will be profoundly missed in
Revive, after over three years service to
Revive, was recalled to dedicate his full
time to the pastoral support of St Anne
and St Brigid. He still makes himself
available whenever we need his help.

We say goodbye to Kyi Khine and Mary
Linnell Simmons and thank them for their
contributions to Revive.

Women’s group on outing to raise money for ReviveWomen’s group on outing to raise money for Revive
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Students on Placement

Revive students on placement delivering a workshop in partnership with Caritas

 

In 2012, Revive had four students on
placement.

Revive provides a wide range of learning
opportunities for students on their
placement. Students can be sent to
shadow other agencies, participate
within Revive Projects, and can be sent
on training courses. 

During the drop-in days students are
trained how to respond in crisis
situations and act in cases of client
homelessness, destitution and
immigration emergency. Placements
based in Revive provide not only social
work experience but also familiarise
students with a wide range of laws and
policies in immigration, an aspect of
social work which has become very
important in recent years.

Under the supervision of a qualified
social work team, students can gain
invaluable experience in case work such
as development of risk assessment, crisis
plan, and intervention.

One of our students from the University
of Salford has this to say of Revive.

“Revive’s team are always
supportive, ready to listen and
advise students in case of un-

certainty. Students are always
welcomed here and treated as

real members of the team”
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Volunteering Opportunities
Over the years, Revive has formed a pool
of volunteers who dedicate their time,
skills, resources and experience to the
work of Revive. Our volunteers range
from retired people, job seekers, carrier
builders, students, etc. A new
partnership with another organization -
Get Experienced, has even made
volunteer recruitment and training more
productive. At present Revive have
about twenty five active volunteers,
below is the testimony from some of
those recruited last year:

“Working at Revive has been a
very good and wonderful experience
for me. I came in as a volunteer with

nothing on my mind, no work
experience, and no confidence

whatsoever in what I came in to do
at first. I have been able to learn a lot

over the period I have volunteered
here. Am now confident at my job

as an administrator, very confident
with my I.T experience and above
all I have been able to relate with

other people as well.” 

“Here at Revive I was made to feel
loved, appreciated, wanted, and this

does not apply to just me but to
everybody that comes through the

door of Revivel. Every member of staff
carries each other burden or client

problems like it’s their own. They treat
every client with equal right and

opportunity. I have come to feel the
pains of others. Indeed, Revive might be

a small charity organisation but they
really do their best to satisfy the

refugees and asylum seekers.”

“Sometimes I see Anna my supervisor
discussing someone’s case with so much

passion, pains and enthusiasms
depending on the issue at the moment.

Same with every other social worker,
students, volunteers and staff in

general. Likewise Chica when she is also
on legal matter especially when she has
to pass on a bad news, one could feel the

pains written all over her. I have really
learnt a lot in my short time here and
am going to miss everybody when the

time comes for me to leave.”

“Volunteering here at Revive has really
given me an insight of what people are

going through in life to succeed. I would
like to advise here that there should

intensify on creating more awareness
or publicity of Revive so that they can

expand, get more donations and maybe
employ more staff to meet the large
numbers of clients which they have

been able to get over the year.”

“The first time I fell in love with
Revive is when I attended Refugee and

Asylum Seeker Awareness presentation
at Salford University.  The presentation

was led by people who know what it
is like to be an asylum seeker or

refugee.  When I finished my social
work degree, I thought of giving back

to the community while learning
and gaining new skills.  Revive popped

in my head and I reached my laptop
to write an email to the manager
enquiring wether they needed a
volunteer.  Luckily,  I was invited
for meeting  and that was a new

beginning for me.” 
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“Working at Revive has been like a
blessing to me.  The Team  is very
committed and does a wonderful
job for people who seek support. 

I feel valued and respected as member
of the group. Whenever I help someone

I feel happy inside because I know
what it is like to have no one to

help you.  Some time the help might
be small, but that small help can make

great things to the helped person.”

“Thank you to everyone in Revive for
your dedicated service to the poor and

vulnerable people.” 

“I only just started with revive as a
volunteer and I am happy I did. The

staff, students and other volunteers
are friendly and warm. I have learnt a

lot within this short period as an
administrator. My manager Fr Kenneth

is good at correcting and making sure
the job given to me is done properly.
Volunteering at revive has given me

the opportunity to meet people from
different backgrounds and appreciate

life more. I am more confident each
day, learning new skills.”

“The team at revive are dedicated to
their jobs and lovable too in doing their
best to meet the needs of the refugees

and asylum seeker.”

Mark and Joseph, Revive VolunteersMark and Joseph, Revive Volunteers
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This year many of our volunteers has
moved on to new works of life and we are
privileged to have many new ones
including; Joseph Kiwago, a Spiritan
student on two year pastoral experience

to the UK, Mark Burkill, Victoria Ibe,
Juliana Cambell, Diane Uwayo, Sr Eileen,
Craig Savage, Chenai Mudzmiri and
Ardalan Masqaleh.

Some of Revive’s Volunteers

Our Partners
We are grateful to our funders, partners
and supporters for always trusting in us,
this in-cludes;

The Spiritans, Medaille Trust, Fare Share,
HEAP (Highfield Eco-Allotment Project),
parishes within the diocese especially
from St. Anne and St Brigid parish,
Ancoats, Our Lady of Do-lours, Kersal,  St
Ann’s, Stretford, the University of
Salford Chaplaincy, St Mary’s, Horwich,

St. Joseph the worker parish, Irlam, and
our Lady of Grace, Prestwich.

Many schools have also been very
generous to Revive this year in their
donations of money, clothes, food stuffs
and support especially St. Ambrose
Preparatory School, Altrincham; St Mary
and Philip Neri, Radcliff; St. George’s
High School, Walkden; Salford and St.
Joseph High School, Horwich.
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Other partner organizations include;
Freedom from Torture (Formerly Medical
Foundation), Christian Brothers,
Edmund Rice foundation, Just Youth /
Chrisp, Rainbow Haven, Caritas diocese

of Salford, Mary Strand Trust, St Vincent
De Paul society, Churches Together
Chislehurst, Compass Immigration Law
Ltd, Get Experienced and CAFOD, 

Students and school staff making donations to Revive

Director of Caritas and member of Revive advisory committee in a workshopDirector of Caritas and member of Revive advisory committee in a workshop
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Financial Summary
Summarized Statement of Revenue and Expenditures,
Year ended December 31, 2012 (£)

Income

Donations £16,890.47

Fundraising £1,868.25

Spiritan Grant £44,792.74

Grants (including  restricted  of  £3,596) £6,951.45

Sponsorship £8,800.00

Balance carried over from 2011 (including restricted of £15,351.61) £20,204.54

Total £99,507.45

Income for year ended 31 December 2012

Balance carried over
from 2011 (including

restricted of
£15,351.61)

20%
Donations

17%
Fundraising

2%

Spiritan Grant
45%

Grants (including
restricted of

£3,596)
7%

Sponsorship
9%
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Expenditure

Direct Charitable Activities

Alms £217.59

Enrichment Projects (including restricted of £18,114.41) £21,820.28

Staff costs £47,038.33

Linguistic Services £693.35

Outreach work £606.34

subtotal £70,375.89

Indirect Charitable Activities

Premises Expenses £4,734.92

Travelling Expenses (including  restricted of £77.18) £1,728.96

Administration Expenses (including restricted of £673.72) £7,445.84

Vehicle Expenses £1,986.20

Legal & Professional £4,800.09

Volunteers expenses £3,114.59

Household and personal expenses £2,725.41

Supervision/Counselling £349.32

Advertising £268.76

Bank charges £16.06

Subtotal £27,170.15
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Advisory Committee
Our Trustees continue to ensure the
most effective operation of Revive,
through an advisory committee that
acts on their behalf attending to
everyday affairs of Revive and offer
advice when needed. Members of the
2012 Advisory committee are;

1. Kevin Buchanan
2. Hugh Davoren (Chair person)
3. Mark Wiggin
4. Lyn Sutcliffe 
5. Tony Murray
6. Derek McCartney
7. Chefena Hailemariam

Income, Expenditure and Surplus Preview

Total Income £99,507.45

Expenditure (direct charitable activities) £70,375.89

Expenditure (indirect charitable activities) £27,170.15

Surplus/Deficit (including  restricted of £1,950.55) £1,961.41

Income, Expenditure and Surplus/Deficit for year ended
31 December 2012

Surplus/Deficit
(including restricted of £1,950.55)

1%

Total Income
50%

Expenditure
(indirect charitable activities)

14%

Expenditure
(direct charitable

activities)
35%



kenneth.o.@revive-uk.org



Main Office
Monday - Friday  –  9:00am - 5:00pm

Revive
187 Grey Mare Lane, Beswick, Manchester M11 3ND.
Tel: 0161 223 5668
Fax: 0161 223 9195
Email: info@revive-uk.org
Web: www.revive-uk.org

Advice Service / Drop-In

Beswick
Tuesday  –  11:00am - 4:00pm (no appointment needed)
St. Brigid’s Parish Hall, Grey Mare Lane, Beswick, Manchester M11 3ND.
Tel: 07500 662 596

Salford
Wednesday  –  10:00am - 4:00pm (no appointment needed)
Friday  –  10:00am - 3:00pm
Spiritan Centre, Just Youth, North Allerton Road, Lower Kersal, Salford M7 3TP.
Tel: 07500 662 595

Enrichment Projects

Women’s Group
Monday 1pm - 3pm @ St Brigid Parish Hall
Grey Mare Lane, Beswick, Manchester M11 3ND.

Allotment Project
Tuesday 10.30am-2.30pm @ Highfields Allotment
Highfields Road, Levenshulme M19 3RP.

Campaign/Advocacy
Friday 3pm– 5pm @ Spiritan Centre, Just youth
North Allerton Road, Lower Kersal, Salford M7 3TP.


